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About Me
Irene Lin is a Graphic Communication
major concentrating in Design
Reproduction Technology and
minoring in Packaging. She attends
California Polytechnic State University
of San Luis Obispo and will receive
her Bachelors of Science in June
2022. She is interested in designing
graphics for packaging and loves to
draw, watch shows, and listen to chill
music in her free time; sometimes
doing all three at once.
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Abstract
The main purpose of my senior project is to
explore technology and illustrative packaging.
Specifically how technology interacts with
the consumer when pertaining to cosmetics
and offering a different graphic than what
is commonly used. I created a fictitious
cosmetics brand as well as a small collection to
demonstrate my intentions.
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Problem Statement
The use of technology and illustrations in
packaging has been on the rise but is not
widely used in the cosmetics industry. There
is an opportunity to apply technology and
illustrations to cosmetics to attract customers
and to build a strong brand. Meraki Cosmetics
is a fictitious cosmetics company that explores
illustration and near-field communication
(NFC) to stand out and bring packaging design
to the next level.
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Project Scope and Objectives
Apply speciality print to packaging, create
branding and product packaging, and use a
developing technology. My personal learning
objectives were to properly manage my
time for success and and create high quality
deliverables.
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Resources
I did a lot of research on Near Field Communication (NFC)
since I did not know much about it. My initial idea was to
do Augmented Reality but I wanted to create something that
the consumer would actually find useful and influence them
to buy the product. These resources helped me undersand
NFCs and how I could use them in my senior project.
Simpson, J. (2018, August 21). NFC technology in packaging:
Does it have a future? Econsultancy. Retrieved April 7, 2022,
from https://econsultancy.com/nfc-technology-in-packagingdoes-it-have-a-future/
This article written by Jack Simpson takes a look into NFC
and how useful it can be. He gives two examples of bottle
companies using this technology for users to see if their bottle
has been tampered with and if it is genuine. These types of
information don’t make the brand stand out and will not make
the consumer pick that brand over another just because you
can see if the bottle has been resealed. Simpson goes on to
say how so far these uses are not highly transformative and
innovative. It seems that using NFC is still in its early stages of
being implemented in user experience and becoming a main
attraction for companies to invest in. Simpson talks about
another brand using NFC to enable customers to interact
with their products. Customers use the technology to see
content related to the scanned product such as Pinterest
boards with style ideas.
✦ I want to apply something with a similar concept to
my project. I think it would be helpful to make a board
of potential eye makeup looks. Once the user taps on
the NFC packaging of the eyeshadow product, they can
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get inspiration from looks other people achieved with the
same eyeshadow palette. This would be a great way for
people to try new looks using the same palette.
✦ However, there may be some weaknesses such as if the
NFC were to be on the box, people may lose it or throw
it away. I would try to implement it on the palette itself
so it can always be accessible. I think it would be great
if people can upload their makeup looks and the link will
always be updated.
Gen Z drives forward the adoption of NFC smart packaging
- inside packaging: Issue 48: September 2019. Gen Z drives
forward the adoption of NFC smart packaging - Inside
Packaging | Issue 48 | September 2019. (2019, August 28).
Retrieved April 7, 2022, from https://inside-packaging.
nridigital.com/packaging_sep19/gen_z_drives_forward_the_
adoption_of_nfc_smart_packaging
This article provides a lot of consumer insight in the adoption of
NFC in packaging. Research from the Nation Retail Federation
and IBM showed that Gen Z want to have more engagement
with brands. They are interested in knowing more about their
practices and building a relationship with them, which leads
to loyalty. Younger people are more interested in technology
and it is becoming a part of everyday life. Using technology
in packaging allows an addition of value to the product and
enhances their experience with the brand. The report also
showed that they are heavily influenced by their peers.
✦ I know this is true because I get influenced by a review
of a product on TikTok or my friend’s reccomendation.
Adding a digital aspect to a physical product is innovation
and keeping pace with the new generation.
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✦ The article also states that information in NFC tags can
be personalized to location, which gives a lot of room for
creativity. The information the customer sees can vary
from if they viewed it at home or in store. Compared to
QR codes, NFC tags are invisible and does not interfere
with the packaging design.
✦ Weaknesses to NFC tags are that they can be costly.
It is still a new technology so not many companies have
invested in it. However, I believe they will become common
like QR codes are today. Especially with Covid, which
brought an increase in QR code usage for restaurant
menus, I can see NFCs becoming common in the future.
I want to make use of this technology in my products
because it is not currently being used in the cosmetics
industry.
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Process
Branding
I started with creating a moodboard to envision what I
wanted Meraki Cosmetics to be. I wanted it to be simple and
elegant and incorporate my illustrations. I created a primary
logo, secondary logo, submark logo, and tagline. I chose
the typefaces FreightNeo Pro and Quasimoda and created
missions and values as well as the ideal audience. The below
image shows the different ideas I had for the branding.

brand typefaces:

General idea of the brand:
Meraki has themed collections (spring, summer, tea party,

pefaces:
Use this typeface for the main text

sounds cute

Use this typeface for the main text
Use just the M and C

eraki Cosmetics

egins with you

Combined fonts 1 and 2 as well as an extra
oomph on the r and a

tagline ideas:
Meaning of meraki- to put ones soul into their work
express yourself freely with Meraki

Meraki begins with you
giving you the power to express yourself through makeup
Empower yourself with Meraki
Express yourself with Meraki

u the power to express yourself through makeup

r yourself with Meraki

do my own artwork?? like meraki x softly.irene collab
Combined fonts 1 and 2 as well as an extra
oomph on the r and a

deas:
express
yourself with Meraki
of meraki- to put ones soul into their
work

ourself with Meraki

Empower. Express. Evolve. (play w order)

ourself with Meraki

r. Express. Evolve. (play w order)
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still deciding on a theme for my collection.
tea party
fun idea concept
-> reaching out to artists and each artist
sounds cute
would be in charge of the illustration for one product
fun idea concept -> reaching outdo
to my
artists
each artist
ownand
artwork??
like meraki x softly.irene collab
would be in charge of the illustration for one product

Use just the M and C

raki Cosmetics

ourself freely with Meraki

festival)
General idea of the brand:
Meraki has themed collections (spring, summer, tea party,
still deciding on a theme for my collection. tea party
festival)

Logo ideas
use a sparkle to tie in with the i

Logo ideas
use a sparkle to tie in with the i

Packaging and Shipper
At first, I planned on doing three products, with all of them
being digital deliverables. I ended up adding a fourth product
and making two physical deliverables. When creating my
packaging, I went for a floral theme and used my illustrations
to portray that theme. I had to make sure that the designs
were consistent throughout the products since there were to
be a part of a collection. I had people give feedback on my
designs, which helped me improve.
I used Creative Market and Freepik to find mockups for the
products. In the beginning it was a little hard trying to make
all the designs look cohesive since each item was in its own
file, so I had to change the designs when I was nearing the
end of my designing phase. This made it a little fustrating but
it turned out fine.
For the technology aspect of my project, I had to do a lot of
research on NFCs. I wanted to make sure that the technology
part would be function and work, so I ordered NFC tags from
Amazon to test out. It was very simple to use and figure out
so I was satisfied with the result. I used Adobe Portfolio to
create a mock website with what I wanted to portray for my
project. The website shows images of eye looks that when
the user clicks on one, it takes them to another page with
the same image shown as well as the shades they used listed
underneath. I feel that the website could have been better
but the scope of my project did not include a fleshed out
website and I am satisfied with the result since it properly
communicates my intentions.
As for the mailing box and the postcard, I used mockups from
Freepik. This process was quick since I mostly reused designs
and content.
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Early Designs
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Producing Physical Deliverables
This was the first run of printing
out the label. The biggest issue
was that the text was too small.
You can see the gold foil on just
the logo so that was a success.
The stock I those was uncoated,
which worked best when melting
down the toner for foiling.
I was using UGS to do the gold
foil and the only way to get
the foil on just the logo was to
isolate it by covering everything
with strips of paper. This is
because the machine it went
through uses heat to melt the
toner in the ink which allows
the foil to stick.
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This was the test print. As
you can see I forgot to turn
off the dieline layer but it
made a nice initial draft. I
ended up changing the box
design to the third picture.

This is the updated design
before it was cut and folded.
The dieline is printed on the
back so I can see where the
cuts and folds are. There
was trouble with the stock
because the only thick stocks
available were coated, which
did not work for foiling.
When it went through the
machine, the coating would
also melt, resulting in the
strips of paper used for
blocking out the designs, to
stick to the design.
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Results
Digital Deliverables
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Physical Deliverables
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Reflection
What went well
✦ Having the Gantt Chart and the check-ins were helpful in
keeping me accountable. It allowed me to know when I had to
get something done and gave me pressure.
✦ When I was creating my packaging, it was helpful to receive
feedback. It is essential to get your designs reviewed often,
rather than waiting until you are finished to get them checked.
It sounds more tedious but is definitely less time-consuming
in the long run.
✦ Print early and often. Some challenges I faced were making
sure my design translated well on the mockup and my physical
deliverables. When I first printed out my design for the oil
label, the type was way too small. I learned that the first time
you print your design, there will always be some changes you
need to make. Printing out something physically allows you to
see what needs to be fixed and improved.

What could go better
✦ Initially, a challenge I faced was figuring out how to
incorporate specialty printing into my physical deliverable. I
found that UGS can do foil work so I used their services to
produce my physical deliverables.
✦ An issue I had to work around was that the foil would stick
to anything with toner, so I had to make sure that the foil only
went on the logo and nothing else. I used strips of paper to
block out everything but the logo. A problem I faced was doing
foil for my eyeshadow palette, which was my second physical
deliverable. I was successful in using foil for my oil label but
was unsuccessful for the eyeshadow. This was because there
was not a thick stock available that was uncoated. I ended up
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not foiling it since the coating on the paper would stick to
the strips of paper blocking out the design. The process of
making physical deliverables was probably the most difficult
part of my project since it required plenty of trial and error.
✦ Finding mockups was sometimes hard. I found that there
were not many existing makeup mockups out there, so I was
limited in choices. I also tried to find free mockups, which
was somewhat limited but I was able to find what I needed.
Mockups took my designs to new heights and made my brand
seem more put together and helped with visualization.

What I would do differently next time
✦ Getting feedback early and often. Although I did receive
feedback on my designs, I only did it once in the beginning
and one at the end. I wish I had gotten feedback from
multiple people as well, instead of one person. Hearing a new
perspective is refreshing.
✦ Print physical deliverables early and often. As mentioned
earlier, I had to print my dieline for the eyeshadow multiple
times. Although I was able to successfully carry out my task, it
would have been less stressful if I went with the mentality that
it would not be accomplished in the first print. There was a lot
of trial and error, such as the dieline on the back not aligning
with the front, or the failed attempts to foil.
✦ I also wish I did more inspiration search on other makeup
packaging. Although I did some research, I think it would have
helped for me to explore more. I feel that there is so much
unique packaging out there that I may have missed out on
when designing.
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